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ON THE FINAL STATE OF A SYSTEM Ofl 
MOLECULES IN .MOTION .SUBJECT TO 
FORCES OF ANY JUND 

LET perfectly elastic molecules of different kinds be in motion 
"·ithin a vessel with perfectly elastic sides, and let each kind of 

molec1;les be acted _on by forces which h~ve a potential, the form 
of which may be different for different kmds of molecules. 

Let x, 1', z, be th:e the coordinates of a molecule, .!JI, and {, 'l, ( 
the components of ,ts velocity, and let it be req_uircd to determine 
the number of molecules of a given kind "·hich, on an averan-e, 
have their coordinates 1::etween xandx + dx,yandy + dJ· z a"nd 
z + d ::, and also their component velccities between { and { +d {, 
?J and ?J + d_?J and (and ( + d(. This number must depend 
on the coordinates and the components of velocities and on the 
limits of these quantities. \Ve may therefore ,nite it 

d N=f(x,y, :, {, 'l, () dx dy dz df d?J d( (1) 

We shall begin by investigating the manner in which this 
quantity depends on the components of velocity, before we pro
ceed to determine in 1yhat way it depends on the coordinates. 

If we distinguish by suffixes the quantities corresponding to 
different kinds of molecules, the 1Yholc number of molecules of 
the first and second kind within a gi,·cn space which have velo
cities within given limits may be written 

./2 (!1, 771, (1) d !i, d '11, d (1 = 111 (2) 
and ./2 ({ 2 , 772 f2) d {, d?J2 df2 = 11, (3) 

The number of pairs ,Yhich can be formed by takinn- one 
molecule of each kind is 11 1 11.,. " 

Let a pair of molecules encounter each other, and after the 
encounter let their component velocities be !i', ?Ji', ft' and 
!.', 77/, (2'. The nature of the encounter is completely defined 
when we know {2 - {,. ?)2 - ?Ji, ( 2 -(1 the velocity of the second 
molecule relative to the first Lefore the encounter, and x.- x 1, 

r2 -y,, z2 - z1 the position of the centre of the second moiecule 
relati\·e to the first at the instant of the encounter. \\'hen these 
quantities are given, {2' - { 1', ?J/ - ?Ji' and G - ({, the compo
nents of the relative velocity after the encounter, are determin
able. 

Hence, putting a, fJ, 'Y for the,e relative velocities, and a, b, c 
for the relative positions, we find for the number of molecules of 
the first kind having velocities between the limits {1 and {1 + ti{, 
&c., which encounter molecules of the second kind having velo
cities between the limits {2 and {2 + d{, &c., in such a way that 
the relative velocities lie between a and a + d a, &c., and the re
lative positions between a and a + d a, &c. 

I", ff,,"u!:,) df dnd/;. f: ff:,n:,i:,)df do dl;.¢(abca/37)da dbdcda d1U1 (4 
and after the encounter the velocity of llf1 will be between the 
limits {i' and {1' + d !, &c., and th~.t of 11[2 between the limits {.: 
and {2' + d{, &c. -

The differences cf the limits of velocity are equal for both 
kinds of molecules, and both before and after the encounter. 

When the state of motion of the system is in its permanent 
condition, as many pairs of molecules change their velocities 
from Vi, V,. to V1', V2' as from V/, Ve' to V1 , V., and the 
circumstances of the encounter in the one case are precisely simi
lar to those in the second. Hence, omitting for the sake of 
l>rcvity the quantities d{, &c., and </>, which are of the same 
,·alue in the two cases, we find-

f, (<,, ,,,,/;,)f: ff;,"''!:,) =.I, (f,', ", •• !:,')f, «,.";, !:,) (5) 

writing-
log./({, 11, () = F(llf V 2, !, m, 11) (6) 

where l, m, 1l are the direction cosines of the velocity, V, of the 
molecule lll. 

Taking the logarithm of both sides of equation (5)-
F' (lll,V,2/ 1111,n,) + F 2 (lll,V?l,m,112) = F, (,11,V,'"l,'m,~t,) + 

F, (lll:Vi2lim,'n,') (7) 

The only necessary relation between the variables before and 
after the encounter is-

11!1 V1
2 + llf, V,• = lll1 V1' 2 + llf, V,'• (8) 

If the righthand side of the equations (7) and (8) are constant, 
the lefthand sides will also be constant ; and since I 1 m 1 n 1 are 
independent of /2 m2 112 we must have-

F1 = A llf1 V1
2 and F 2 = A lff2 P22 (9) 

where A is a quantity independent of the components of velo
city, or-

(10) 

(II) 

This result as to the distribution of the velocities of the mole
cules at a given place is independent of the action of finite forces 
on the molecules during their encounter, for such forces do not 
affect the velocities during the infinitely short time of the en
counter. 

We may therefore write equation (1) 
Alll(P + "' + C=) 

dN = Ce d{d ?Jd( dxdydz (12) 
where C is a function of xy;; which may be different for different 
kinds of molecules, while A is the s1me for every kind of mole
cule, though it may, for aught we know as yet, vary from one 
place to another. 

Let us now suppose that the kind of mo:eculcs under con;ide
ration arc acted on by a force who;e potential is ,:,. The varia
tions of x,y, z arising from the motion of the molecules during a 
time Ii tare 

lix={lit,liy=?Jlit,liz=(lit (13) 
ancl those of {, 'I, ( in the same time due to the action of the 
force, are 

Ii{= -;tot, li?J = -~tot, at= - ;;ot(14) 

Ifwe make 
C = log C (15 

l " d 1V _ + A ./If(" 2 ,..,) ( 6) 
o., d{d?Jd(dxdydz - c • + '1l + 1 

The variation of this quantity due to the variations Ii x1 Ii J'I o z1 

Ii {1 Ii ?Ji Ii (1 is 

( {<!..! + 71 de+ (dc)at 
dx dy dz 

- 2A 11I({ d,:, + ?Jd,:, + ('N)ot 
dx dy dz 

+ M(f + ?J' + p2)(!dA + 'lldA + (dA)ot 
dx dy dz 

Since the number of the molecules docs not ,·ary during their 
motion, this quantity is zero, whatever the values of {, 'l, (. 
Hence we have in virtue of the last term-

d A dA dA 
- =O - = 0 - = 0 (18) 
d dy dz 

or A is constant throughout the whole region traversed by the 
molecules. 

Next, comparing the first and second terms, 1Ye find 
C = 2 A ./II(,:, + B) (19) 

\Ve thus obtain as the complete form of dN 
(All!, (<,2 + •,•+ i.s' + 2,f,, + B,) 

dN1 = e dxd1•dnl{d71d( (20) 

when A is an absolute constant, the same for enry kind of mole
cule in the vessel, but B1 belongs to the first kind only. To 
determine these constants, we must integrate this quantity with 
respect to the six variables, and equate the result to the number 
of molecules of the first kind. \\'e must then, by integrating 
dN1 ?; ./lf1 ({12 + ?J1

2 + (1
2 + 2,h) determine the whole energy 

of the system, and equate it to the original energy. \Ve shall 
thus obtain a sufficient number of equations to determine the 
constant A, common to all the molecules, and B,, B 2, &c. those 
belonging to each kind. • 

The quantity A is essentially negative. Its value determines 
that of the mean kinetic energy of all the molecules in a given 

place, which is-~ j, and therefore, according to the kinetic 

theory, it also determines the temperature of the medium at that 
place. Hence, since A 1, in the permanent state of the system, 
is the same for every part of the system, it follows that the tem• 
perature is everywhere the same, whatever forces act upon the 
molecules 

The number of molecules of the first kind in the element 
dzdydr. 

(
- ::.) } Allf, (2,/,, + B) 

A e dxdJ•dz (21) 

The effect of the force whose potential is ,:,1 is therefore to cause 
the molecules of the first kind to accumulate in greater numbers 
in those parts of the vessel towards which the force acts, and 
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the distribution of each"different kind of molecules in the ve;sel 
is determined by the forces which act on them in the same way 
as if no other molecules were present. This agrees with 
Dalton's doctrine of the di;tribution of mixed gases. 

J. CLERK-MAXWELL 

ORIGINAL RESEARCH AS A JIJEANS OF 
EDUCATION* 

THE subject of the value of original scientific investigation 
may be considered from m::my points of vie1v. Of these, 

that of the national importance of original research i, the one 
which naturally first engages attention ; .and it does not take 
long to convince us that almost every great material ad,ance in 
modern civilisation is due, not to the occurrence of haphazard or 
fortuitous circumstances, but to the long-continued .and dis
interested efforts of some man of science. Nor do I need to quote 
many examples to show us the immediate dependence of the 
national well-being and progress upon scientific discoveries thus 
patiently and quietly made. If it had not been for Black's re
searches on the latent heat of steam, James \Vatt's great dis
covery, which has revolutionised the world, would not have been 
made. Practical application, cannot be made until the scientific 
facts or principles upon which those applications rest have been 
discovered. In our own science I might instance hundreds of 
cases in which discoveries made in the pure spirit of scientific 
inquiry have (generally in the hands of others than the origillll 
investigators} led to results of the first importance to civilisation. 
Chloroform was first prepared by Liebig in 1834 ; but it was 
Simpson who long afterwards applied it to the relief of suffering 
humanity. Faraday in 1825 discovered benzole, and fro:n it 
Zinin prepared a substance called aniline, which for mmy year; 
remained a chemical curiosity only intere;ting to the scientific 
man. In due course, however, a practical sphere of mefulne;s 
was to be opened out for thi, little known substance. Perkin 
discovered that this rare body was capable of yieldin« 
splendid colours. Commercial skill then at once seized upo~ 
aniline, and, instead of its being made by the ounce, it is now 
manufactured by thousands of tons, and the bright and beautiful 
colour; which it yields are known all the world over, and are 
alike plea~ing to the eye of the connoisseur of fashion and of 
the dnsky denizen of the forest prim:eval. Thus, too, the 
purely scientific researches of our distinguishe1 fellow-citizen 
Dr. Schunck, respecting the dyeing principle contained in the 
well-known madder root, laid the foundations for the subsequent 
discovery, by Graebe aml Lieberman, of the artificial prodn.~tion 
of this naturally occurring principle, termed alizarine, the m:mu
facture of which is now assuming such gigantic proportions. 
Again, the discovery of chlorine by Scheele, in 1774, lies at the 
foundation of the whole of our Lancashire trade, for without 
bleaching powder the cotton and piper manufactures could not 
exist on their present extended scale. I might almost indefinitely 
extend this list of discoveries, which, when first made, were 
apparently far removed from :my usefol application, but which 
all at once become the starting-point of a new branch of industry, 
and a source of benefit or gratification to mankind. 

This subject of the national importance of original research is 
one which is gradually but surely forcing itself on public al· 
tention. A few years ago national elementary education was 
looked upon as a chimera; now it has become the question of 
the day. As soon as English people see as clearly as we <lo the 
i3:perious necessity for encouraging, stimulating, and upl:olding 
original research as containing the seeds of our future position as 
a nation, they will not be behindhand in securing the free growth 
of those seeds. It is therefore the bounden duty of all those whose 
employment or disposition has led. them to feel the truth of this 
great principle, to leave no stone unturned to make widely 
known and keenly felt the importance of the national encourage
ment of original investigation. 

It might have been a meful task for me to contrast what is 
done in other countries for the encouragement of free inquiry 
and research, and what is done, or rather left undone, in Eng
land. \Ve should ha\·e seen that on the Continent of Europe 
to a great extent, and in the United States, in some measure' 
those who have to wield the sceptre of government are not only 
aware of the national importance of original research, but, what 
is more, that they act up to their convictions, whilst we feel 
that the same cannot be said in our country. ,Ye shoul,l luve 

* Address h)' Prof. Roscoe at th: opening of the new bu:ldings of the 
Owens College l\Ianchester. 

seen that in Germany the facilities given in the universities 
which are Government instimtions, and in the other numerou; 
and well-organised scientific educational establishments, to origi
nal research are very great ; that an origincil investi<>ation in 
some branch of human knowledge is considered the usial termi
nation of the student's university cireer; and that de<>rees are 
generally given only when some new observation, or experiments 
have been added to the mass of hurr.an knowledge. ,ve should 
find that the position of professor is mainly influenced by the 
amount and quality of his original researches, and that this 
power, and not any secondary or subsidiary ones as is some
times the else with us, is taken as the proof of a'man's fitness 
to fill the professorial chair. 

It fa my wish, however engrossing this view of the subject 
may be, to ask you to consider to-day another aspect 
of the question--viz. the education1l value of orininal re
search ; the value of personal communication witi1 nature 
for its own sike, the inlhence which such employment 
exerts on the mind, the effect which such studies produce 
as fitting men for the active duties of life, and the question 
therefore, as to how far orininal investigation should be encou~ 
raged as.an instrument of ii~tellectu~l prog~ess. It may be ,;·ell, 
however, before we commence this special question, to place 
cle1rly before our minds what is meant hy scientific inquiry in 
general, and to see how it is related to the studies and habits of 
mind with which m~n up to the dawn of the present or scientific 
age, have been familiar. ' 

In_ the first place, __ then, the essence of the scieatific spirit is 
that 1t 1s free and d1smterestcd. If, therefore, any of the habits 
of mind, studies, or beliefs in which men have hitherto indulned 
have not been free nor disinterested, in so far they have not b~cn 
scientific. 1!1 the secon_d_ place, the spJrit of true scientific inquiry 
!mows nothmg pf tradition or authority. It lays down laws for 
itself, and refmes to be bound by any others. Scientific edu
cation begins with no preconceived icle:i. in accordance with 
which everything else must be moulded. It starts in simple 
communion with Nature, and is content to pick up little by little 
t~e truth which she is always ready to_ communicate to patient 
listeners. Thus step by step and gencrat1011 by generation, slowly 
but surely, the p_crfect edifice o~ sc)cn:e is being built up, and all 
those who contribute, however 11~;,gmficantly, to this great work 
hive the safe asrnrance that tbetr labour has not been in vain, 
This process is, it is clear, at once opposed to, and, if successfully 
curied out, subyersive of the old order of thin,,.s. Iletwcen a 
system based on author:ty and one foun:led ~n freedom of 
thought and opinion there can never be any united action· and 
whilst fully acknowledging that intellectual emineace, a~d, of 
course, moral excellence, arc common to all chsses of men, and 
are not confined to those holding particular opinions, if only they 
be honest, it is as well that »e should admit with equal candour 
that the followers of the old system have no claim to be called 
scientific, and that there is, from the nature of thinos a great and 
impassable gulf between us and them. " ' 

It doe, not conc~rn us at pre;ent to inquire which of the,e 
two systems, the free or the authoritative, is for the future to 
rule_ the worJd. It must now suffice for us to see clearly that the 
habits of mmd necessary for the establishment of the one are 
absolutely oppo,ed to those needed for the succes, of the other. 

I must, however, here not be misunderstood. It would ill be
come me, connected as I am with a college to which it has been 
our constant aim to impart a university character, to undervalue 
or depreciate the study of subjects other than those included 
under the head of the physical sciences. Literary studies, 
w~ether of modem or ancient a~thors, giving an acquaintance 
with the_ nobJest tho~ghts ~I;d opmions of the great men of past 
ages i h1.5toncal studies, g1vmg us a knowledge of the acts of 
~e!1 m times gone by ; the study of language and philology, as 
gwmg a knowledge of how men of all times and countries ex
pres; their ideas and language; of logic, as pointing out the laws 
of thought ; and above all, that of mathematics, are all matters 
of the highest importance, the ne,.lect of which would render our 
educatio1: poor and incomplete indeed. The same rules, how
ever, wluch all acknowledge to be necessary for the teachino- of 
physical science must be applied to the study of all these ~ub· 
jects. In she.rt, the scienfiJic method must be employed in all 
c?Ses and earned out to its fullest extent. \Vhilst attempts to 
shackle the mind, or to stifle free inquiry, which have too fre
quently succeeded in past !imes, and which may, if we are not 
o!1 our guard, succeed agam, must be repulsed. with all our 
vigour. 
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